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ABSTRACT Content-Based recommender systems (CB) filter relevant items to users in overloaded search
spaces using information about their preferences. However, classical CB scheme ismainly based onmatching
between items descriptions and user profile, without considering that context may influence user preferences.
Therefore, it cannot achieve high accuracy on user preference prediction. This paper aims to handle
context-awareness (CA) to improve quality of recommendation taking contextual information as the trend in
current trend interest, in which a stream of status updates can be analyzed to model the context. It proposes
a novel CA-CB approach that recommends question/answer items by considering context awareness based
on topic detection within current trend interest. A case study and related experiments were developed in the
big data framework Spark to show that the context integration benefits recommendation performance.

INDEX TERMS Content-based recommender system, context-awareness, user profile contextualization,
map-reduce, big data.

I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing amount of information available in World
Wide Web scenarios, such as e-commerce, affects users’ sat-
isfaction when they search for items that meet their interests.
This situation originates that users need to put significant
effort for finding relevant pieces of information for them.
In some scenarios it might not be possible for users to
explore items in order to select the most suitable one. Hence,
the information overload problem impacts users satisfaction.
Recommender systems have been a powerful tool for alle-
viating information overload in large search spaces [1], [2].
Recommender systems have been proved to be successful in
several domains, such as e-business [3], e-learning [4], [5],
e-tourism [6], [7], e-commerce [8], web pages [9], [10] and
financial investment [11], among others.

Several approaches have been explored for alleviating
information overload problem with recommender systems.
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The most widespread ones are collaborative filtering (CF)
[12] and Content Based (CB) [13]. The main difference
between them is that CF focuses on users’ interaction with
items, i.e., user preferences, while CB focuses on the analysis
of items descriptions, i.e., item content. Therefore, the perfor-
mance of these recommendation approaches is subject to the
quality and amount of available information of both types.
In addition to these successful strategies, other approaches
have been proposed, such as knowledge-based recommender
systems that focus on employing expert information over
the recommendation domain through ontologies [14], among
others [4], [15], or social network recommender systems that
use links between users to improve the recommendation [16].
Recent research lines also focus on integrating contextual
information [17] or providing recommendations targeted to
groups of users [18], [19]. Specifically, context-aware rec-
ommendation (CA) [20] has emerged as a relevant tool for
leveraging the value of recommendations by exploiting con-
text information with the goal of recommending items that
are really relevant to changing user needs.
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In this paper, we propose a novel context-awareness
content-based (CA-CB) recommendation approach whose
main novelty is the introduction of context awareness based
on topic detection within current trend interest. Furthermore,
this approach introduces a general methodology to combine
two different information sources (the content-based and
the context-aware-related) in order to boost the recommen-
dation performance. Specifically, the application domain is
question-answering items (QA items), given that QA items
have a strong component of textual information for both
explaining the question and answering it [21]. We select the
CB recommendation paradigm because even though CB suf-
fers from user cold start because they need some input from
user preferences and lack of diversity in recommendations
[22], CB has demonstrated their utility when new items are
introduced in the system, i.e., in scenarios with strong item
cold-start [23]. This feature makes the application of CB
approaches interesting in domains in which new items are
constantly introduced, such as web pages or news. QA rec-
ommendation shares the features to apply CB with textual
descriptions, hence, we focus on it. We remark that across
this research work a QA item is viewed as a pair question-
answer, being such pair the textual item to be recommended.
Therefore, our current problem is different to the problem of
finding an answer to a given question [24].

Within QA domain recommendation, it is interesting
to focus on recommending answered questions that are
in the target user’s area of interest, and that are also
relevant regarding the current trend interest. Therefore,
it seems convenient and necessary to explore Context-Aware
CB (CA-CB), which integrates contextual information to
the content-based recommendation. As key works in this
direction, Musto et al. [25] take as base the movie recommen-
dation domain, and consider context as a weighting factor that
influences the recommendation score of a user for a certain
item, and Son et al. [26] consider the location context and
define user by the articles read in the past along with his/her
location, working over the movie recommendation domain.
De Pessemier et al. [27] consider recommendations in mobile
devices as very suitable to integrate context-awareness, and
use devices sensors and time of the day to deliver contextual-
ized news recommendations.

In QA recommendation, SeaHawk [28] and Prompter [29]
provide CA-CB that supports programmers to complete
issues and bugs using query completion and recommends
StackOverflow questions, where the context is the specific
part of the source code from which the recommendations
are requested. In this direction, Libra [30] integrates rec-
ommendations but it also considers, in addition to con-
text extracted from the integrated development environment,
resources opened by the user such as URLs or documents
to better understand his/her context. Other works consider
contextual interest as current buzzwords to deliver currently
relevant recommendations in e-commerce scenarios [31].
As it can be seen, there is no previous approach that focuses

on context-aware recommendation regarding current trend
interest in the QA domain.

In this paper, we propose a novel CA-CB approach for
recommending QA items and introducing context awareness
based on topic detection within current trend interest.
Recent researches [32] have highlighted the immediacy of
microblogging services such as Twitter, where users share
short sentences or fragments of news. In this proposal,
the context is extracted from microblogging systems to char-
acterize current trends in current trend interest. The usage of
such a context mainly helps recommending QA items related
to topics of interest and indirectly overcomes the overfit-
ting problem. However, the context extracted in this way is
often noisy or several topics are mixed. With this regard,
we propose to cluster context to identify the topics that are
being discussed, and after, the most suitable context topic to
target user’s preferences is selected to build a contextualized
user profile that combines preferences and context. This way,
the proposal provides contextualized recommendations that
are also adjusted to users’ individual interests. Moreover,
QA domain has large-scale data and microblogging systems
generating data at high rate. In this regard, MapReduce
approach within big data has been proved to be effective in
high volume and high rate data scenarios [33], [34], there-
fore, our proposal is developed within Spark, a distributed
framework for big data that takes advantage of in-memory
operations.

The main novel contributions of this study are:

• A suitable way to study status updates, i.e. a user-
provided free text, in the QA recommendation scenario
to provide recommendations tailored to both the user
preferences and current trend interest.

• Introduction of personalised contextualization of user
preference profiles to better integrate current trend inter-
est as the context of the recommendation.

• Aproposal that applies semantic analysis of QA domain,
dealing with mixture of topics in current trend inter-
est and providing personalised context-awareness in the
recommendation.

• A case study and experimentation developed within
a big data framework that validates the proposal and
determines that integration of contextual information
extracted from current trend interest improves QA rec-
ommendation.

• Overall, a global methodology to integrate two different
information sources coming from a content-based and a
context-aware scenario, in order to build an integrated
recommendation approach.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II provides a background of CB, CA-CB and QA
recommendation. Section III introduces in further detail our
proposal of CA-CB for QA recommendation. Section IV
shows a case study performed to evaluate the proposal and
discuss the findings, and includes some brief references to
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MapReduce and Spark. Finally, Section V concludes the
paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES
This section provides the required background for the current
research, including basics about CB, related works in con-
tent based recommendation with context awareness also in
QA recommendation and eventually some references to QA
recommendation.

A. CONTENT-BASED RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
An accurate definition of recommender system, given by
Burke [35], is ‘‘any system that produces individualized rec-
ommendations as output or has the effect of guiding the
user in a personalized way to interesting or useful objects
in a large space of possible options’’. Within recommender
systems, various techniques can be distinguished based on
the knowledge source [27]: demographic, knowledge-based,
community-based, content-based, collaborative, and hybrid
recommendations. Among them, we focus on CB.

The various CB approaches can be classified regarding
the item representation. Here we focus on those CB that
use a vector space modeling to represent items. With this
regard there are CB with (i) feature-based representations,
where items are usually stored in a database table where
rows are items and columns are the item features [27], [36],
[37]; and (ii) free-text representation, where there is a natural
language piece of text that describes the item [38].

The TFIDF approach [39] is usually applied when dealing
with free-text representation items. In TFIDF, the unstruc-
tured data is converted in structured data stemming words
[40] to keep their root. This process reduces the number of
components of documents unifying words such as computer,
compute and computing, which are different forms that share
meaning. After that, for each document, a vector of weights
of each term is generatedmultyplying the tft,d by the idft [41],
to consider the importance of the term on the document:

profiletfidfd = {tft,d ∗ idft s.t. t ∈ d} (1)

idft = − log
(
|N |
|Nt |

)
(2)

where tft,d is the number of occurrences of term t in document
d , N is the set of all documents and Nt is the set of documents
that contain the term t at least once.
At this point the system contains a vector space model

of items. User profiles can be generated by aggregating the
profiles of the items that they liked in the past [36]. The
recommendation is computed comparing user profiles with
item profiles with the cosine correlation and the closest ones
are recommended.

While TFIDF method is effective, it cannot deal with
polisemy or synonym words. In order to overcome this
issue, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is applied [13], [42].
In LSA, the term-document matrix is factorized with Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD) to reduce it to orthogonal

FIGURE 1. Factorization of TFIDF matrix with singular value
decomposition. Note that s is a diagonal matrix with the singular values
sorted in descending order.

dimensions and keep the f most relevant singular values (see
Figure 1).

TFIDF(|D|×|T |) = U(|D|×f ) ∗ s(f ) ∗ V t
(f×|T |) (3)

This way, a reduced feature space is defined, which prop-
erly manages noise and redundancy of terms. User profiles
are generated from this feature-space definition through a
linear combination of document profiles that they liked [43].
Then, recommendations are generated comparing user and
document profiles with cosine correlation coefficient.

B. CONTEXT-AWARE RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
In addition to the information traditionally used by recom-
mender systems, as noted by Burke [35], other sources of
information can be considered in the recommendation, such
as the context in which the recommendation is received by
users. Ricci [44] stated that the conditions or circumstances
in which the recommendation is delivered significantly affect
users’ decision behavior. Therefore, the consideration of
users’ context is key to provide interesting recommendations.

With this regard, the various context-aware recommenda-
tion approaches can be classified into three classes [45]:
• Pre-filtering: The system selects and uses only the
feedback gathered in the same context in which the
recommendation is delivered to the user.

• Post-filtering: The recommendations are generated first
without considering contextual information. After that,
the item predictions are modified regarding the specific
context of the users, possibly filtering out some items.

• Contextual modeling: The contextual information is
directly integrated in the model that is used to
recommend.

In contrast to pre- and post-filtering approaches,
the research community have developed fewer research
works focused on contextual modelling. A recent sur-
vey on context-aware recommendation developed by
Villegas et al. [20] identified only few research works that
combine content-based and context-aware recommendation,
and are also based on contextual modelling.

Here, Hong et al. [46] propose a framework that analyses
the relationship between user profiles and services under the
same context situation to infer user preference rules using
the decision tree algorithm, being points of interest and
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indoor shopping the recommendation domain. Musto et al.
[25] take as base the movie recommendation domain, and
consider context as a weighting factor that influences the
recommendation score of a user for a certain item. Son et al.
[26] consider the location context and define user by the
articles read in the past along with his/her location. Similarly,
Fang et al. [47] focuses on mobile recommender systems for
assisting indoor shopping by considering location-context.
On the other hand, Wang et al. [48] work over the song
recommendation domain, and formulates the context-aware
recommendation of songs as a two-step process: i) infers
the user’s current situation category given some contextual
features sensed from a mobile phone, and ii) finds a song
that matches the given situation. Over the same domain, in
Shin et al. [49] the context refers to the time at which
the user listens to a song, and such information is inte-
grated into the recommendation model; and in Cheng
and Shen [50] the authors implement a recommendation
model where a set of latent topics is used to associate
music content with a user’s music preferences under cer-
tain location. Finally, Kuo et al. [51] also considers context
as a weighting factor that influences the recommendation
score in a location-based recommender system. In addition,
De Pessemier et al. [27] consider recommendations in
mobile devices as appropriate to integrate context-awareness,
and uses devices sensors and time of the day to deliver
contextualized news recommendations.

The overview of these previous works concludes that even
though there is a common research scheme on using context
as a weighting factor to adapt the recommendation results
according to the corresponding scenario; we also identi-
fied that most of the research done is centered on the use
of the location context, which suggests that this research
branch needs further developments toward more generalized
proposals.

The current paper is focused on filling this gap by present-
ing a content-based context-aware recommendation approach
based on contextual modeling, which in contrast to the pre-
vious researches, considers the knowledge extraction for a
specific scenario (Twitter) to be used in the recommendation
domain, in this case the QA items recommendation.

C. RELATED WORKS ON QA RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendation of QA items has been a hot topic in
the last few years in the research community [24], [52]–[54].
The literature has identified two main streams of QA items
recommendation. The first one is focused on helping users to
find an answer on complex, subjective, or context-dependent
questions. The second one is centered on recommending rel-
evant question-answer pairs to the users, containing contents
that they could be interested in.

Srba and Bielikova [24] have developed a comprehen-
sive survey on community question answering where they
reviewed 265 papers published between 2005 and 2014,
considering research works belonging to both kinds of QA
approaches. Such survey identifies the question lifecycle

as question creation, question answering, question closing,
and question search. The revised papers are grouped by:
1) exploratory studies, that concern with analyses of data
which are recorded during the question answering process
2) researches focused on content and user modelling for
managing various characteristics of users, questions and
corresponding answers to derive high-level attributes from
low-level question answering interactions, and 3) adaptive
support approaches, which build on results from exploratory
and content/user modeling studies in order to directly
influence users’ collaboration.

The analysis of the recent research works confirms that
most of the research efforts are focused on content modeling
and user modeling, as it was also identified by Srba and
Bielikova [24]. In addition, there are few efforts focused on
the second kind of QA recommendation works (e.g. recom-
mending relevant question-answer pairs to the users), and
most of them are focused on finding semantically related
questions that reflect different aspects of the user query
and provide supplementary information [55]. In this group,
Wang et al. [56] also extended a language model with ques-
tion popularity prediction to provide better question recom-
mendations, and Zhou et al. [57] proposed a topic-enhanced
translation-based language model which incorporates also
answer information.

In software engineering domain, the systems SeaHawk
[28] and Prompter [29] provide CA-CB recommendations
that support programmers to complete issues and bugs by
using query completion and recommends StackOverflow
questions, in which the context is the specific part of the
source code from which the recommendations are requested.
In the same domain, Libra [30] integrates recommenda-
tions but it also considers, in addition to context extracted
from the integrated development environment, resources
opened by the user such as URLs or documents to better
understand his/her context. Other works consider contextual
interest as current buzzwords to deliver currently relevant
recommendations in e-commerce scenarios [31].

Therefore, it is worthy to note the lack of the manage-
ment of the users preferences over the question-answer pairs,
as a relevant source to be employed in QA recommendation.
The current paper aims at filling this gap by proposing a
context-aware recommendation model that is able of rec-
ommending useful question-answer pairs to the final users,
taking into account its preferences as well as contextual
information based on current information trends.

III. SEMANTIC MODEL FOR RECOMMENDING
QUESTIONS WITH CONTEXT AWARENESS BASED ON
TOPIC DETECTION IN CURRENT TREND INTEREST
Here, a novel proposal, LSAContextCluster, for recommen-
dation based on CA-CB is introduced. Recommendations
might need to be targeted to specific contexts, e.g., when a
system delivers recommendations of QA items in the history
domain and currently people are posting about Colombus
Day, then the system should promote QA items related to the
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FIGURE 2. General scheme of the proposal.

discovery of the Americas. In this kind of cases, it is possible
to modify user profiles to include contextual information in
such a way that later recommendations are both targeted to
user preferences and current context.

The proposed model fits into the CA approach of contex-
tual modeling, because it integrates contextual information
in the model built by the recommender system. The gen-
eral scheme of the proposal, LSAContextCluster, is depicted
in Figure 2, and it is composed of five phases:

1) QA domain semantic analysis: It applies LSA to reduce
the dimensionality of the term-document matrix.

2) Build user’s preference profile: It analyses users’ pref-
erences and generates a profile for each of them based
on the profiles of the document he/she liked in the past.

3) Build context model: It analyses the context, which
consists on a stream of status updates within a given
time frame, applies clustering to separate the vari-
ous topics that the context contains, and generates
feature-space profiles for each context topic.

4) Contextualize user profiles: It selects the context topic
most suitable to target user’s preferences and combines
the preference-based user profile with the context topic
profile to generate the contextualized user profile.

5) Prediction: It compares the document profiles and the
contextualized user profile to recommend.

For a further detailed description, a pseudo-code descrip-
tion of the proposal (See Algorithm 1) and the notation used
in the proposal (See Table 1) are provided.
Before the proposal presentation, it is also necessary to

explain some important concepts that have been already
referred at the mentioned phases:

• QA item: AQA item is viewed as a pair question-answer,
being such pair the textual item to be recommended.

• Term: A simple word inside a document represented in
this case by a QA item.

• Feature: In content-based recommendation, features are
used to characterize items, and as the main criteria
for recommendation generation. In this work, the LSA
approach is used for identifying the set of features (i.e.
the feature space) most relevant to the current set of QA
items (i.e. documents). With this aim, it takes as input
the TFIDF matrix of such set of QA items containing
their terms

• Document profile: The QA items (i.e. documents)
are represented through the vector profileLSAd , associ-
ated to the feature space obtained through the LSA
method.

• User profile: The use profile in the feature space is repre-
sented by a vector profileLSAu , built by the combination of
all the QA items profileLSAd where user has expressed or
not interest in a document either creating, commenting,
or voting it.

• Status update: A user-provided free text associated to
some information source (in this work Twitter).

• Context: In this research, the context is composed of a set
of status updates in a given time window. Here this set
of updates is processed in a similar way to the document
profile, to obtain the context model profileLSAc to be used
in the subsequent phases.

• Topic: The feature vectors representing terms associated
to the context profileLSAc , are clustered for grouping them
into the most related ones. A context topic profileLSAci can
be then identified as one of each cluster.

• Contextualized user profile: It is the profile resulting
from the combination of the user profile profileLSAu , and
the profile profileLSAci associated to a selected context
topic.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode
1: STEMMING: Reducing terms to their roots
1.1: For each document d in D
1.2: For each word w in d
1.3: w∗← stemming(w)
1.4: termsd .add(w∗)
1.5: T .add(w∗)
2: TFIDF method
2.1: For each document d in D
2.2: For each term t in termsd
2.3: tfidft,d ← tft,d ∗ idft
2.4: profiletfidfd .add(tfidft,d )
2.5: TFIDF .add(profiletfidfd )
3: LSA method: SVD matrix factorizing
3.1: (U , s,V ) ← SVD(TFIDF)

profileLSAd = {ud,1 . . . ud,f }
profileLSAt = {vt,1 . . . vt,f }

4: USER Profile
4.1: For each feature x in feature-space
4.2: For each document d in Ru
4.3: profilex ← profilex + profileLSAd,x
4.4: profileLSAu .add(profilex)
5: TWITTER context
5.1: For each Twitter status update d in MCC
5.2: For each word w in d
5.3: w∗← stemming(w)
5.4: if w∗ ∈ T then termsMCC .add(w∗)
6: CLUSTERING on Twitter terms
6.1: {ci} ← c_means_clustering(termsMCC )
6.2: For each cluster ci
6.3: For each feature x in feature-space
6.4: For each term t in ci
6.3: profilex ← profilex + profileLSAt,x
6.4: profileLSAci .add(profilex)
7: CONTEXTUALIZATION user profile
7.1: ci← argmaxcjcosine(profile

LSA
u , profileLSAcj )

7.2: profileLSAC,u ← α ∗ profileLSAu + (1− α) ∗ profileLSAci
8: PREDICTION
8.1: pu,d ← profileLSAC,u ∗ (profile

LSA
d )T

Figure 2 clearly shows that our approach uses the
content-based recommendation technique to perform its final
goal. The content-based recommendation technique [2], [58],
[59] comprises three steps, which are 1) Item profiling,
2) User profiling, and 3) Matching user with item profiles.
In this research work the item profiling is implemented
in two stages through the QA domain semantic analysis
(Phase 1) as well as in the clustered context topic profiling
(Phase 3). Meanwhile, the user profiling is also composed
in two stages by the user preference profiling (Phase 2) and
the contextualized user profiling (Phase 4). At last, the pro-
file matching is done in the Phase 5, at the contextualized
individualized recommendation. As it was pointed out in the
Introduction section, the most relevant issue of our proposal

TABLE 1. Notation.

is the incorporation of the contextual information across the
three steps of the traditional content-based recommendation
technique.

A. QA DOMAIN SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
Our proposal assumes that the QA dataset contains textual
information of the question and their related answers. In this
proposal we consider the questions together with all their
answers as the document, and the words used in their text as
the terms. The terms are stemmed using the Porter Stemmer
algorithm [40]. Once terms are stemmed, the TFIDF docu-
ment profiles profileTFIDFd are built according to Eq. 1.

Once the TFIDF document profiles are built, LSA [13] is
performed to reduce the dimensionality of the matrix. LSA
is proven to be effective through the description of both doc-
uments and terms in a feature space with a reduced number
of features. Therefore, the aim of this step is to decompose
the initial word-document matrix in a word-features matrix
U , a singular value vector s, and a document-features matrix
V (see Eq. 3).
An approximated factorization of the TFIDF matrix is

performed with Singular Value Decomposition [60], which
allows to reduce the dimensionality of the original matrix
keeping the top f singular values of the original matrix. Hence
the two matrixes, U and V , provide the profiles of both terms
and documents in the feature space, which compose the QA
domain semantic model:

profileLSAd = {ud,1, . . . , ud,f } (4)

profileLSAt = {vt,1, . . . , vt,f } (5)
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TABLE 2. Users’ preferences over items, the rating matrix.

B. BUILDING USER PREFERENCE PROFILE
At this point LSAContextCluster has built a model with terms
and documents profiles. In order to provide personalized
recommendations to users, it is needed to build user profiles
in the same feature-space. LSAContextCluster holds a binary
matrix that states whether a given user has expressed or not
interest in a document (see Table 2) either creating, comment-
ing, or voting it. In this table, the set of documents that user
u has expressed interest in is defined as:

Ru = {d s.t. ru,d ∈ R} (6)

This way, the user’s profile is built upon the profiles of
the documents that belong to Ru, and describes the user’s
preferences in terms of the feature space:

profileLSAu =
∑

d∈Ru profile
LSA
d = {

∑
d∈Ru profile

LSA
d,1 , . . . ,

∑
d∈Ru profile

LSA
d,f }

(7)

The user’s profile does not need to be normalised because it
is later compared with other profiles using cosine correlation
coefficient, which only considers the angle of the vectors
being compared.

C. CONTEXT MODEL BUILDING
To include contextual information in the recommendation
process, it is needed to build the context model. In this pro-
posal, we aim to promote questions that are relevant regarding
current happenings. With this regard, our proposal uses status
updates from microblogging services, such as Twitter, as the
source of current trend interest. Formally, a status update
consists of a free text input generated by a user with certain
timestamp, among other meta-data. Analyzing these status
updates, LSAContextCluster generates a model of the context
that is later used to modify the user profile. The scheme of the
context model building phase is depicted in Fig. 3.

The context is composed of the status updates that were
generated in a given time window, which is set to 24 hours
in this proposal, although it could be modified to adjust the
sensitivity of the context model. First, all terms of the status
updates of the current context are stemmed. After that, from
all the terms that the context contains, LSAContextCluster
filters out the terms that do not appear in the QA semantic
model generated in phase one (see Section III-A).

Given that the context is composed of several status
updates, there can be a mixture of topics. To determine the
context topics, the proposal performs a fuzzy clustering of the
terms used in the context. Hence, fuzzy c-means clustering

FIGURE 3. Context model building phase.

algorithm [61] groups the terms using their feature vector
profileLSAt as the term definition. The distance among terms
used in the clustering is based on cosine correlation coef-
ficient. The result is a set of clusters where each cluster ci
defines a context topic.

Once the terms of current context are grouped in context
topics, the proposal generates a context profile for each topic
combining the profiles of the terms that are included in each
cluster. Therefore, LSAContextCluster builds a profile for
each context topic using the feature representation of each
term from the QA domain (see Eq 8). At the end of this phase,
LSAContextCluster has generated a model of the context
composed of several context profiles, one for each context
topic detected by the clustering.

profileLSAci =
∑

t∈ci profile
LSA
t = {

∑
t∈ci profile

LSA
t,1 , . . . ,

∑
t∈ci profile

LSA
t,f }

(8)

D. USER PROFILE CONTEXTUALIZATION
In this step, the target user’s preference profile is combined
with the context model to provide contextualized personal-
ized recommendations. To do so, in a personalized way, from
all the context topic profiles that the context model contains,
LSAContextCluster selects the most similar to the user’s
preference profile. This way, the context topic ci that has the
greatest cosine coefficient with the target user preferences is
used to modify his/her profile, hence, the contextualization of
user profiles is personalized to user preferences.

argmax
ci

cosine(profileLSAu , profileLSAci ) (9)

After this selection, the profile of the selected context topic
ci and the user’s preference profile are combined to obtain
the contextualized user profile. With this regard, the convex
combination is applied, which allows to perform a weighted
combination, regulated by α parameter. A greater value of α
gives more importance to the user’s preference profile over
the profile of the selected context topic in the contextualized
user profile. A lower value of α gives more importance to the
profile of the selected context topic for the recommendation
generation.

profileLSAC,u = α ∗ profile
LSA
u + (1− α) ∗ profileLSAci (10)
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Future works will explore more sophisticated approaches
such as matrix factorization, for integrating the contex-
tual information in the initial content-based recommenda-
tion model. At this paper we have not considered this issue
because our primary aim is to show that the direct integration
of the context into the initial model, can directly influence the
recommendation performance. In forthcomingworks, wewill
be focused on enhancing such integration for optimizing the
recommendation accuracy.

E. PREDICTION
Once the contextualized user profile is built, we can produce
a prediction of the suitability for a given item regarding the
profile. The recommendation is a list of documents sorted by
pu,d :

pu,d = profileLSAC,u ∗ (profile
LSA
d )T (11)

IV. CASE STUDY AND EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the proposal, we have performed an experi-
ment that simulates the recommendation of QA items in
various contexts. The remainder of the section is struc-
tured as follows. First, the settings of the experiment are
described. The datasets and methods for processing them
are further detailed. After that, the evaluation measures are
commented. Lastly, the results are analyzed. Overall, this
section is a case study on the use of our proposal over the
StackExchange QA dataset, and Tweeter as microblogging
service for representing contexts.

A. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In these experiments we compared several CB approaches
based on LSA with contextual information. In order to do
the experiment, the procedure proposed by Sarwar et al.
[62] was performedwithmodifications to consider contextual
information in the experiment:
• Split the dataset in training and test using the 5-cross
fold validation as a splitting technique [63]–[65], over
the QA items gathered from the StackExchange dataset
through the procedure explain below at Section IV-C.
We pointing out that 5-cross fold validation is a very
popular procedure for evaluating recommender systems
[65]. In this procedure, the data set is divided into k
folds. One of the folds is used for testing the model
and the remaining k − 1 folds are used for training.
The cross validation process is repeated k times with
each of the k subsamples used exactly once as test data
and the remaining ones for training. Finally the average
performance of the k evaluations, reached after the last
step of this procedure, is then reported [65].

• Build the model with each training data obtained in the
previous step, composed of QA items obtained from the
StackExchange dataset.

• Build the profile of each user including contextual infor-
mation if applicable. This contextual information is
composed of tweets and was gathered according to the
procedure explained below at Section IV-C.

• RecommendQA items to each user based on their profile
and the model.

• Evaluate recommendations with the test set associated
to the corresponding training data already referred at
Steps 1 and 2, and considering NDCG [65] as evalua-
tion metric. Further details on NDCG are described at
Section IV-D.

This whole procedure was also repeated 20 times to
avoid any bias in the splitting procedure. Moreover, var-
ious contexts were considered, which are detailed in
Section IV-C. The experimental procedure was developed
within the MapReduce approach [66] through the big data
framework Spark, which provides abstractions for distributed
computations and is able to process large amounts of data.

Apache Spark [67], introduced as part of the Hadoop
Ecosystem, offers to the user a set of in-memory primitives
that complement the MapReduce ones and that is suitable for
iterative tasks. It is based on Resilient Distributed Datasets
(RDDs), a structure that stores data in such a way that
later computations can be easily parallelized in distributed
machines. RDDs allow to cache or redistribute intermediate
results, which enables the design of data processing pipelines.

Within Spark we use two libraries: MLlib and Spark
Streaming. MLlib is a scalable machine learning library
[68] that was built to take advantage of Spark suitability
for iterative tasks and provides several machine learning
techniques for classification, optimization, and data pre-
processing, among others. Specifically, we use the tools that
MLlib provides for regression and clustering. Spark Stream-
ing [69] provides an scalable way to manage data produced
at high rates, which allows us to handle the data provided by
microblogging systems and compute the context model.

B. METHODS COMPARED
We compared several ways for integrating contextual infor-
mation in QA recommendation. For the sake of fair com-
parison, the number of features was fixed in all models, and
30 features were considered in LSA step.
• No clustering (LSAContext): The terms are not sepa-
rated in clusters, therefore the context profile is unique.
There is a single profile of the context that is built
combining the profiles of the terms that are included in
the context.

profileC =
∑
t∈C

profilet (12)

• Weighted by membership (LSAContextClusterFuzzy):
The cluster profiles are built combining the feature vec-
tor of each term weighted by the membership value of
the term to the cluster:

profileci =
∑
t∈ci

µt,ci ∗ profilet (13)

where µt,ci is the membership of term t to cluster ci.
• Max membership (LSAContextClusterMax): The terms
are used only in the cluster to whom they have the
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TABLE 3. Main features of some StackExchange sites.

highest membership value:

profileci =
∑
t∈T

µmaxt,ci ∗ profilet (14)

where µmaxt,ci is one if µt,ci is the maximum membership
across clusters, and zero otherwise.

Moreover, in order to adjust the weight of preference
profile over context profile, the methods compared have
the parameter α, already specified at Section III.D. In the
experiment we explored several values for it, here, to make
the results clearer, we show only α ∈ [0.90, 0.99] with
increments of 0.01.

C. DATASETS
In the experiment there are two sources of data: The QA
domain and the contextual information.

The QA domain used in the experiment is the
StackExchange dataset.1 This dataset consists of the database
dump of each site in the StackExchange ecosystem. Context
influencemay be vary across sites. In this case study, we focus
on the StackExchange site devoted to 3D printing,2 given the
current interest on such a topic. Some stats of the dataset are
detailed in Table 3.

Regarding the contextual dataset, a set of interesting key-
words is defined based on the aim of the proposal for
contextualizing recommendations. Given that the proposal
focuses on selecting currently hot topics, we have selected
the terms news, current and situation. From these seed terms,
we extracted a dataset of tweets that contain any of these
words from Twitter. The stats of the dataset extracted is
depicted in Figure 4.

D. EVALUATION MEASURES
Usually, measures to evaluate the prediction errors in terms
of rating deviation are used. However, the methods being
compared do not provide a rating prediction, but a value that
expresses the suitability of items regarding the user profile.
Therefore, the measures that can be used are information
retrieval ones, such as precision and recall. Researchers have
remarked that, although they are useful, they are not sensible
to the sorting of the items that the recommender systems
does [70]. In order to consider the quality of the sorting,
the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is
used. NDCG [71] is a measure from information retrieval,

1http://data.stackexchange.com/
2https://3dprinting.stackexchange.com/

FIGURE 4. Contextual dataset used in the experiment, where each day
has a different status count.

where positions are discounted logarithmically. It assumes
that highly relevant documents are more useful when appear-
ing earlier in a result list, and that highly relevant documents
are more useful than marginally relevant documents, which
are in turn more useful than non-relevant documents.

NDCG at first depends on the Discounted Cumulative Gain
(DCG), which premise is that highly relevant documents
appearing lower in a search result list should be penalized as
the graded relevance value is reduced logarithmically propor-
tional to the position of the result. DCG is formalized as:

DCGu =
N∑
k=1

ru,recomu,k
log2(k + 1)

(15)

where recomu,k ∈ I is the item recommended to user u in k
position.

To obtain NDCG, this DCG value should be normalized
by dividing it by the maximum DCG value, DCGperfect , that
can be reached [71]. DCGperfect is a perfect sorting of the
items, i.e., the list of items sorted by their value in the test set.
Specifically, the reaching of DCGperfect is done by sorting all
relevant documents at the test set by their relative relevance,
and therefore calculating the DCG value of such list, produc-
ing in this way the maximum possible DCG. In the specific
case of our experimental scenario, the considered values of
the items are the binary values of the initial matrix which
assigns 1 to the items where a given user has expressed or not
interest either creating, commenting, or voting it. Therefore,
we sorted each list according to such values, by considering
in the initial positions to those items evaluated as 1, and at the
lower positions to those items evaluated as 0. The DCG value
calculated to such list is the maximum possible DCG value,
and therefore is considered as DCGperfect .

Finally, the NDCG values for each user is calculated as:

NDCG =
DCG

DCGperfect
(16)
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FIGURE 5. Results managing context without clustering.

Finally, such user-associated NDCG values are averaged
to obtained the final NDCG value reported across this exper-
imental section.

E. RESULTS
In this section, the results obtained for the different
approaches compared are shown and analyzed to evaluate the
performance of the proposal. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the
results of the three techniques compared in the 3dprinting QA
dataset. The three figures show in X axis the α parameter
and in Y axis the NDCG. The series denote the context,
hence its position shows the results of the proposal with the
corresponding α value for the day.

In Figure 5 can be noticed that, although the proposal
reaches a higher performance in some days (contexts),
the improvement does not compensates for the decay in
performance in other days. Focusing in the context of
2017-11-28, it is clear that context plays a relevant role
because LSAContext obtains the best performance for lower
values of α (i.e.giving more importance to the context in
the final recommendation). This initial behavior of the direct
incorporation of the context was expected, regarding that
there are some days where the relevance of the context
can be higher or lower for the recommendation perfor-
mance. Furthermore, for other days such as 2017-12-11,
2017-12-12, 2017-12-14, and 2017-12-18, the results show
a clear positive influence of the context in the recom-
mendation performance. However, for several days such as
2017-12-01 and 2017-12-03, the incorporation of the context
(i.e. setting lower values of α) gets a worse recommendation
performance.

Figure 6 shows that LSAContextClusteringFuzzy improves
the results of LSAContext, regarding it reaches a higher
stability for lower values of α. Specifically, for some specific
scenarios such as the context of day 2017-12-18, LSACon-
textClusteringFuzzy improves the recommendation perfor-
mance for such α values. On the other hand, there is a
major decay in three contexts: 2017-11-29, 2017-11-30 and
2017-12-15 in which the proposal does not even reach the
average value of the other approaches. In some context such
as the day 2017-12-12, there is a decay for α ∈ [0.90, 0.95]
but an improvement for α ∈ [0.96, 0.99]. However, even
though for LSAContextClusteringFuzzy there are some sce-
narios that LSA is not improved, here we remark that in

FIGURE 6. Results managing context with fuzzy membership.

FIGURE 7. Results managing context with max membership.

contrast to LSAContext, for most of the days the results
improve or lie around the averageNDCGvalues, and there are
only four days that for some values of α are clearly under such
average. This improvement of LSAContextClusteringFuzzy
over LSAContext is clearly introduced by the fuzzy clustering
approach, that allows the detection and incorporation of
context topics in the recommendation model. In this way,
while for some days the whole context could not be relevant
for the recommendation purpose, maybe some identified
topic in this context could actually be relevant for the recom-
mendation purpose. The day 2017-12-20 is a day where this
assumption is clearly proved, regarding the for LSAContext
its values tend to be under the average performance, but for
LSAContextClusteringFuzzy its values tend to be over such
average.

Figure 7 shows that LSAContextClusteringMax improves,
for most of the explored contexts, the average NDCG value
which is around 0.1840. This result contrasts to LSACon-
textClusteringFuzzy in the sense that for LSAContextClus-
teringFuzzy there are some days achieving a notably lower
accuracy, while for LSAContextClusteringMax all the results
were around and in many cases over LSAContextCluster-
ingFuzzy. This behavior suggested that not all the informa-
tion associated to the identified clusters is significant for
the recommendation performance, and that if we incorporate
only the most relevant information, such performance can be
improved.

Figure 8 compares the results of each proposal with
the best α. Here LSAContext has a great variability in
performance across days, obtaining the better results from
2017-12-08 onwards, but with a low performance across
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FIGURE 8. Results of the proposal to manage context with fuzzy
membership.

FIGURE 9. Average NDCG of the compared approaches in all contexts.

the days 2017-11-30 and 2017-12-07. However, the most
sophisticated LSAContextClusteringMax and LSACon-
textClusteringFuzzy approaches introduce stability in the
overall performance of the proposal. Furthermore, it is worth
to notice that for some specific days, LSAContextCluster-
ingMax swiftly obtained a greater accuracy in relation to the
consequent days. In contrast, the improvement of LSACon-
textClusteringFuzzy was more uniformly distributed across
the day sequences.

Figure 9 summarizes the results of the three proposals as
compared to the LSA approach. In the case of LSACon-
textClusteringMax, it overcomes the results of all the remain-
ing approaches for α ∈ [0.90, 0.97]. For α = 0.94 it
reached the maximum average NDCG across all contexts
explored, hence this value is the best one in this QA domain.
On the other hand, in the case of LSAContextClustering-
Fuzzy and LSAContext, although in average they do not
provide improvement, according to the previously presented
results they notably obtain better results in some contexts and
therefore are alternatives to be taking into account for the
contextual modelling.

Summarizing, the best approaches of the compared ones is
the LSAContextClusteringMax with α = 0.94. This value
has been optimized for the 3dprinting QA dataset, hence,
for other domains it needs to be adjusted. This parameter
provides the LSAContextClusteringMax with flexibility to
adapt to different QA domains.

TABLE 4. Comparison between our proposal and the related works on
context-awareness.

F. ON COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORKS
Regarding that the main contribution of this work is a
global methodology to integrate two different information
sources coming from a content-based and a context-aware
scenario, the comparison with related works should con-
sider the research antecedents in both context-aware and
content-based recommendation paradigms.

To develop a comparison against both paradigms, we take
as main reference a popular survey recently published by
Villegas et al. [20]. Such survey analyzed 286 research papers
on context-aware recommendation, and characterized them
according to several criteria such as their working principle
and the used information source. However this work, already
referred at the Preliminaries section, only identifies too few
works considering content-based context-aware recommen-
dation supported by content modelling.

Table 4 presents a comparison between such fewworks and
our proposal considering context type, domains, and working
principles as comparison criteria. The table clearly shows
that most of the previous works are focused on managing
activity, location, and time as the context type; and indoor
shopping, news, music, and point of interests as recommen-
dation domains. This substantially differs from the context
type and recommendation domain of our current proposal,
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FIGURE 10. Average NDCG of the compared approaches in all contexts.

which are microblogging content and QA items respectively.
Furthermore, a difference regarding the context type and
recommendation domain, necessarily implies also a differ-
ent working principle as could be appreciated at Table 4.
This contrast disables of direct comparison between our
proposal and previous works in terms of recommendation
performance.

Even though these facts show that our proposal has some
particularities in relation to previous works that disable a
direct comparison, it is necessary to compare our work
against some representative approach in the state-of-art,
to prove that it outperforms some previously proposed
method that can be applicable to the current problem.
Considering that QA items are textual items, we choose the
traditional version of the referred Latent Semantic Analysis
as a baseline recommendation approach. [42]. The traditional
Latent Semantic Analysis is a very popular and effective
approach in content-based recommendation [13], and could
be applied in the current scenario. We remark that in this case
the context is not taken into account in the recommendation
generation.

Figure 10 presents the results of the comparison between
such baseline and the best values for each proposed rec-
ommendation approach evaluated in the previous subsection
(i.e. LSAContext, LSAContextClusteringFuzzy, and
LSAContextClusteringMax). In a similar way to the pre-
vious experimental scenarios, the average NDCG for all
users is used as the evaluation criteria. The table shows
that even though LSAContext and LSAContextClustering-
Fuzzy reach a performance close to the baseline, LSACon-
textClusteringMax clearly outperforms the baseline and
therefore proves that our research work introduces a rec-
ommendation approach that enhances the performance asso-
ciated to a very representative previous work. Taking into
account LSAContext and LSAContextClusteringFuzzy here
we remark that Figure 10 presents the global average value,
and that even though such average is close to the baseline,
Figure 5 and 6 already show that both approaches obtained
in some days results that are notably better than their final
average performances.

Overall, our paper presented an approach that considers the
role of the context in QA recommendations, showing that QA
items are a key scenario where content can play a relevant role
in the recommendation improvement. However, we point out
that our approach can be generalizable to any textual item
and beyond, being used as a general methodology to com-
bine two different information sources in order to boost the
recommendation performance. According to our viewpoint,
this fact would be the main strength of our proposal.

However, our proposal still has some limitations that need
to be covered in further research. Here a limitation is related
to the fact that sometimes the use of the context brings a
negative impact in the recommendation performance. Even
though such behaviour is expected, further research is needed
to do a best identification of such scenarios.

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY
In this paper, we have explored the application of contextual
information in the QA domain recommendation. LSACon-
textClustering first builds the LSA model associated to the
QA domain. After that, it builds the user profile combining
the QA profiles with the user preferences. In parallel, it builds
the profiles of the context, which is separated in a number
of clusters and a context profile is built for each of them.
The following step is to combine the user profile with the
context profile that is more close to their preferences, which
is achieved computing the cosine coefficient between the
profiles. This combined profile allows the system to know
user preferences and also consider contextual information in
the recommendation.

We performed a case study and experimentation developed
within the big data framework Spark to compare various
configurations for the proposed approach. We found out that
the best way to generate each context cluster profile is to
select only the words whose membership value is the highest
across clusters in the explored QA domain. We also shows
that the proposal provides better results as compared to the
baseline method (LSA).

In this scenario, contextual information is a key source of
information to provide users with relevant recommendations
that allow them to better understand the current scenario. The
provided system is a relevant tool in the completion of user
knowledge through the recommendation of QA items. Future
works will be focused on mitigating some of the proposal’s
limitation as well as developing some natural extensions of
the current proposal. They will be focused on: 1) Propos-
ing approaches for measuring the quality of the information
provided by the current context to incorporate it into the
recommendation approach, taking as base some concepts
previously developed such as relevant contextual information
[72] and differential context relaxation and weighting [73],
2) Extending the proposal to be used in the group recom-
mendation scenario [74], [75], 3) Proposing new approaches
following the presented contextual modelling scenario, for
boosting recommendation diversity, 4) Exploring the effect
of natural noise management approaches [76], [77], in the
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current recommendation scenario, and 5) Considering the use
of more sophisticated tools such as ontologies for improving
the semantic information processing across the proposal.
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